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Re-think Street Use
Text to be read out: 

Oslo, the fastest growing capital in Europe, addresses a BOLD policy on City development. The City’s centre is growing fastest, and the 

growing-pain is obvious.  Where do we find space for the new pedestrians, and how do we plan to serve the growing population with space for 

recreational, cultural, commercial and recreational activities.

Oslo has built up a formidable public transport system, that consist of  Metro, Tram, Buses and Boats. The City boasts of more than 30% of the 

transport-work done by public transport, 30% by walking and 30% by private car (10% other). The City Government thus decided to BAN  private 

cars from the City centre by 2019 (the electoral periode), and to work closely with City stakeholders to improve the quality of City life. 

I think this a brave initiative pointing forward towards a more humane City where infrastructure and other provisions are built around our human 

scale, “from eight to eighty”. The human body’s basic abilities (height, sight, ability to move, the need for rest, comfort, security)  seen as 

measurement for development, rather than the radius of curvature to speed  car traffic, as has been, and still are, the norm in city planning today.

I congratulate Brussels on her initiative to expand her Car Free Zone to 0,5 sq.km, by pedestrianizing a busy thoroughfare, Anspachlaan. A 

delegation led by Vice Mayors for Urban Development and Transport visited the City and Region of Brussels in May 2016 to learn from Brussels 

experiences. 

Oslo aim higher than Brussels, boasting the largest car free area in any European capital by 2019, with an area of 1,9 sq.km care free zone/ 

pedestrian zone. 

I hope to see initiatives, in other European Cities, that aims for an alternative use of public land, simply by banning private cars and transforming 

parking spaces to public use. 
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Oslo 1,9 sq.km (red line) 
Brussels 0,5 sq.km (blue line)










